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Abstract: Project Management (PM) takes into account a large number of parameters of different nature. Their diversity and
mutual dependencies are one of the main hindrances to successful management of projects. Certain parameters such as time, cost,
risk are measurable, nevertheless they should be estimated before the project realization. These estimations are to an extent
always vulnerable to uncertainty, owing to a multitude of unstable factors. Therefore, despite the measurability of such quantities,
the problem of uncertainty remains, affecting negatively the project management process. In case of parameters that are
immeasurable, the situation is much more complicated. As examples, let us take elements (phenomena, states) of mental,
psychological character like Project Manager’s and project team qualities, stakeholders satisfaction, or customer ability to
formulate his requirements. The fuzzy approach is commonly recognized as an apparatus to pattern uncertainty in a large family
of research and practical applications. Since several years one can observe this trend in PM research. There is a number of papers
on project time, cost, and risk management, employing fuzzy numbers as a tool of uncertainty modelling of these project
parameters management. On the contrary, one can seldom encounter conceptual or applied research for immeasurable PM
parameters. The objective of this paper is to offer a contribution to partially fill this gap. It will be achieved in the form of Project
Customer Requirements Management Model, using fuzzy numbers.
Keywords: Project Management, Customer Requirements Process, Customer Requirements Management,
Requirements Recognition, Requirements Definition, Fuzzy Numbers

1. Introduction
Shortage of time nowadays accompanies nearly all projects,
for several reasons. First, the constantly growing level of
customers’ demands when it comes to project completion time
incentive the rush to outrun competitors. The second reason
for a shortened project life cycle is the impact of new
technologies, and the resulting pullback of old ones. The
project contractor tries to accelerate the completion of a
project using an old technology in a “race to finish” and avoid
the necessity to work using a new one, not yet known to her..
The third cause of the race against the clock is a general
acceleration driven by the processes of globalization in almost
all dimensions: social, cultural, educational, technological and
consumptive.
Apart from these external factors, which are independent of
the project contractor, there exists another serious internal one.
This is – paradoxically, in spite of the commonplace race

against the clock – a well-known phenomenon of wasting time.
Time-wasting appears in many areas of the project and in
many ways [1-3]. Frequent examples include inadequate
customer requirements recognition and management,
ineffectual communication, Project Manager incompetence,
inappropriately composed project team, failure to take risks
into account, subcontractors inefficient management or lack of
an adequate motivation system.
R. Darnall [4] wrote “You either spend time in planning
meetings, or later you will spend time in problem solving
meetings." Errors at the project’s start are the most threatening,
because they lead to the rise the next ones, and to their
accumulation. Every project is born as a response to some
identified need and consists in providing a product, meeting
the customer requirements. It is evident that the correct
understanding of customer requirements is the beginning of a
new project and the absolutely necessary condition for its
success. Total or even partial misapprehension could lead to
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completing a product partially or even completely divergent
with customer expectations. A false understanding of
customer needs is a simple consequence of impossibility to
define accurately parameters of the process of expectation
evaluation. According to Darnall, it is necessary to focus all
attention on understanding customer needs. It requires some
time of course, but this time devoted to a customer needs
understanding will be significantly recompensed during the
project performing, less encumbered with problems that
typically result from a false or inaccurate understanding of
customer needs.
The problem of a correct understanding of customers’
requirements is particularly acute in traditional methodologies
of project management, which practically do not allow any
changes to the project scope during project’s realization.
Another approach is practiced in agile methodologies, where
the relations and information exchanges between the project
team and the customer are frequent, even constant, during the
whole life cycle of a project. According to the Scrum
Methodology for instance, the Customer is an integral part of a
Scrum Team, which provides opportunities for mutual
understanding and acceptance of customer’s true requirements.
The contents of this paper are therefore valuable for traditional
project management methodologies only.
The objective of this paper is to propose the Customer
Requirements Management Model, using fuzzy numbers.

2. Method - Background
The reflections above became the inspiration to write this
conceptual paper. The apparatus of fuzzy numbers is applied
to propose a model of project customer requirements
management. Fuzzy numbers are applied successfully in
different areas of project management, primarily with regards
to time, cost, or risk. For examples of fuzzy time, cost and risk
project management, let us refer to several pieces of existing
scholarship. In the paper [5], a fuzzy mixed integer nonlinear
programming model with multiple routes is presented, under
uncertain conditions, as well as a new two-phase heuristic
algorithm to solve large-sized problems. As example of a
fuzzy approach let us mention the paper [6], presenting time,
cost, risk, quality and safety on critical paths determination. A
new extended method of uncertainty is proposed with method
under type-2 fuzzy uncertainty to aggregate rankings. An
interesting management of energy optimization (cost, risk),
using fuzzy approach, is given in the paper [7]. A new risk
assessment method, safety and critical effect analysis, with
Pythagorean fuzzy sets integrated, robustness of the proposed
method shown by comparison with other methods are subject
of another paper [8]. In the next study, classic PERT and CPM,
which are project management techniques, fuzzy PERT and
fuzzy CPM, which are used in the fuzzy project management,
are used to improve an online internet branch and to plan the
project of an online internet branch [9]. Guidelines are
presented to achieve the best alignment between project and
program strategy. It is envisaged that their application will
help in achieving maximum benefits and value during

program management in the presence of uncertainty [10]. A
methodology is developed for valuing options on R&D
projects, when future cash flows are estimated by trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers. In particular, a fuzzy mixed integer
programming model for the R&D optimal portfolio selection
problem is presented [11].
Unlike the “hard” parameters above (time, cost, risk) which
are adequately visible among all approaches to use fuzzy
numbers in Project Management, more “soft” parameters
characteristic
for Project Customer Requirements
Management using Fuzzy Numbers are very seldom objects of
researchers interest. Nevertheless, some of them will
mentioned. One embeds the degree of compensation among
Customers Requirements into Quality Function Deployment,
which is expressed as a symmetric triangular fuzzy number,
and develops a fuzzy non-linear regression model using the
minimum fuzziness criterion to identify it [12]. In another
paper we are presented with 16 fuzzy regression models to
understand the relationship between customer satisfaction and
new product design. Fuzzy regression models are built on the
4Ps marketing mix (product, price, place, and promotion)
concept in a fuzzy environment. A flexible algorithm is
proposed based on the index of confidence, error measures,
and data envelopment analysis for selecting the best model.
Next study [13] is devoted to cross-functional integration in
solution delivery projects, which relates to managing
customer information in a Projects Based Firm across
functional interfaces. In such an enterprise, sales, project
operations, and services functions are often separated and
have their own tasks and responsibilities throughout the
project life cycle, but they all need customer information to
carry out their work. The necessity is shown to integrate and
manage customer information flows. The objective of the
consecutive paper [14] is to demonstrate the dependency of
the scope of the decision process on the understanding of
factors and properties which affect the decision scope of
quality requirements.
Section 3. presents two processes of project customer
requirements management. Section 4. contains basic
uncertainties of the project customer requirements
management. In Section 5. basic notions on fuzzy numbers are
defined. In the section 6. main random or borderline elements
are discussed. Section 7. is a central one of the paper, where a
fuzzy numbers model of the project customer requirements
management is proposed. This model provides the best
management strategies, resulting from careful interpretations
of fuzzy parameters estimations. In Section 8., discussion
summarizing the content of this paper is given.

3. Method - Process of the Project
Customer Requirements Management
The process of managing project customer requirements
marks the first step in the management of practically all
projects. With exaggeration, one can say that the main goal of
the project consists in meet the people needs. Understanding
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correctly the customer’s requirements is a sophisticated
enterprise, exposed to many internal and external factors,
disturbing, even forefending it. These factors have mostly
borderline or random character. Hence, this stage is sensitive
to each such disturbance or error.
The process discussed in this paper is typically composed of
three parts: requirements recognition, requirements definition
and requirements appropriate management, presented
consecutively below in sections 3.1, 3.2 and 4, according to
[1].

b. Answering all questions
c. Exploiting the above steps, define the requirement
d. Asking the customer to evaluate it
e. Modifying it, returning to a. if necessary
During these two stages, a project manager should note all
elements having borderline or random character. In the section
6., such typical elements are presented. It will be a base of a
fuzzy numbers model of the project requirements
management, proposed in the section 7.

3.1. Requirements Recognition

5. Method - Fuzzy Numbers – Basic
Notions

During this stage, Project Manager, (PM), should be
endowed with three features: innovation attitude, creativity
and openness to change. All these features are objects of
borderline or random perception and evaluation. So, it is
impossible to measure them in a determinist way. In such
situations, the probabilistic approach is not appropriate,
neither [15, 16].
3.2. Requirements Definition
At this stage, PM should precise the requirements of the
customer. The definition of requirements is a complex,
interactive process, engaging the PM and the customer. At its
end, the customer and the project manager must be sure
sharing both the same understanding of customer’s needs,
which should be satisfying for the customer and possible to
meet by the project manager and the project team. The process
of requirements definition is put on three main threats:
1. Definition inadequate to real needs of the customer
because
of
communication
problems
or
misapprehension of the project substance by customer
PM,
2. Definition is imprecise/ambiguous for the same reasons
as above,
3. Definition is evolving with time because of project
matter (technology) rapid changes or customer’s
hesitation.

4. Method - Appropriate Management of
Requirements
The appropriate management of customer requirements
should accompany two stages mentioned above: requirements
recognition and requirements definition, taking into account
their specific nature:
1. Requirement recognition is the first opportunity to
understand the customer needs. The objective is not a
very detailed image of the project product, but rather its
general draft. The project manager’s task is to use all his
or her abilities to understand the customer – be
innovative, creative, open to changes and act
courageously, proposing different points of view.
2. Requirement definition appears in form of an iterative
process, with cyclical activities:
a. Inviting the customer to define his/her requirement

For two reasons, probabilistic methods are not always
sufficient for modelling unknown values. Two situations can
occur while estimating an unknown value of a parameter:
i. An expert, estimating an unknown value, gives different
degrees of possible realization for different, potentially
possible intervals.
ii. Among several experts estimating an unknown value A,
there are some admitting larger intervals of the
estimating value realization, and another ones propose
the intervals narrower.
In both cases, the estimation of an unknown value is not an
interval, but a set of intervals, called a fuzzy number [15]. For
this paper objective, let us adopt definitions, properties and
dependencies below [16].
Definition 1
A fuzzy number Ã is a set of real closed intervals
{At}(tϵ[0,1]), accomplishing the following conditions:
1. t < r ⇒ Ar ⊆ At,
2. I ⊆.[0,1] ⇒ AsupI = ∩rϵI Ar.
Definition 2
For a fixed t ϵ [0,1], the interval At is named t-level of a
fuzzy number Ã.
The level A1-t corresponds to the opinion of the expert,
cautious at the degree t. If t < r, Ar is the estimation of an
expert less reserved or better informed than the author of the
estimation At.
Definition 3
Let be given a fuzzy number Ã. The function µA: R → [0,1],
defined as µA(x) = sup{t: x ϵ At}, is called the function of
affiliation or participation of a fuzzy number Ã.
In the case i. above, µA(x) shows the level of possibility that
x is the realization of an unknown value A. For the case ii.
above, for a fixed value x, µA(x) can be interpreted as a
number of experts admitting x as a realization of Ã, divided by
the number of all experts asked.
For every Ã and t ϵ [0,1], the following relation is truth: At
= {x: µA(x) ≥t} [15]. In the situation i., t-level of unknown
value A contains all real numbers, for which the level of the
possibility to be a realization of unknown value A was
estimated by the expert as not lower than t. In the situation ii.,
t-level of the fuzzy number contains all real numbers, which
are considered as possible realizations of unknown value A by
tN experts (N is a number of all experts).
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6. Method - Fuzzy Numbers Ability to
Model Uncertainty of the Project
Customer Requirements Management
The object of this section considerations will be the
parameters, essential for correctness of the investigated
process run. From a practical point of view, the situation i. (sec.
3.) will only be taken into account. In practice, it is seldom
possible to invite several experts to participate in the customer
requirement management, because of time and cost limited. It
means that we limit our considerations to the case of PM as the
only expert, auto-estimating levels of parameters, being – in
fact – his abilities to go correctly through the process. In
requirements recognition stage the absolutely necessary
parameters are innovation attitude, creativity, and openness on
changes of PM [1]. In requirements definition stage – threats
of inadequacy, ambiguity/inaccuracy and time non-validity of
requirements definition [1]. In the situation i. PM as the only
expert, auto-estimates the levels of the process of project
customer requirements management parameters.
6.1. Requirements Recognition Stage
The parameters analyzed in this subsection are defined as
fuzzy numbers: Innovation Attitude Ĩ = {Ir}(rϵ[0,1]),
Creativity C̃ = {Cs}(sϵ[0,1]), and Opening up to Changes Õ =
{Ot}(tϵ[0,1]). So, Ir is a level of a fuzzy number Ĩ estimated by
PM; it means that I1-r corresponds to his auto-opinion on his
own Innovation Attitude level, cautious at the degree r.
PM can – for instance – propose three estimations: for fixed
values h, m and l - highly reserved in degree h (Ih), mean
reserved in degree m (Im) and little reserved in level l (Il),
where h < m < l.
The analogous interpretations (degrees: highly, mean, little)
are valuable for two other parameters - Creativity C̃ with its
degree Cs and Opening up to Change Õ with its degree Ot.
Generally, PM can give n estimations with possibilities t1,
t2,... tn for all three parameters Ĩ, C̃ and Õ. His estimations
depend of the domain of project – all the three will be less
cautious in the case of projects in the domain known well by
him, and more cautious in the opposite one.
Example: Let us admit the percentile scale of all possible
estimations of Innovation Attitude Ĩ values. Expert (PM) can,
for instance, state that his of auto-evaluation of this parameter
is [40%-70%] with level 0.8, but he can add another
possibility - [20%-80%] with level 0.5. He is aware of two
possible situations. The first one – a1 - his Innovation Attitude
is more exactly defined ([40%-70%]) but with relatively small
degree of caution 1 - 0.8 = 0.2. It means that he estimates his
own Innovative Attitude relatively exactly, but with relatively
big possibility 0.8 of mistake. The second one – a2 - the
Innovation Attitude is less exact ([20%-80%]), but with
average degree 0.5 of caution.
Analogously for two other fuzzy numbers C̃ and Õ, one can

consider similar cases of intervals and degrees of caution.
6.2. Requirements Definition Stage
In the situation i., with PM as the only expert evaluating
him/herself, let us define three other fuzzy numbers,
representing three parameters of this stage: for inadequacy ĨN
with INh, INm and INl; for ambiguity/inaccuracy N with Nl, Nm
and Nh; for time non-validity of requirements definition A
with Ah, Am and Al (fixed values h – high, m – mean and l –
little levels of respective parameters, l < m < h). The whole
line of reasoning, all interpretations and meanings in
corresponding case i. of one expert – PM, from the subsection
4.1 stay analogous.

7. Result - Fuzzy Numbers Model of the
project Customer Requirements
Management
The model’s proposal is presented for the case i. only from
section 3.
Stage 1. Requirements recognition
First meeting between the Customer and the PM provides a
general understanding by PM of the Customer’s requirements.
PM should be conscious of his or her own features: innovation
attitude - Ĩ, creativity - C̃ and opening up to changes – Õ, and
estimates for each of them its own t-levels: It, Ct and Ot,
respectively. The PM has a choice between two possibilities.
First of them is to summarize the result of this meeting as a
fuzzy number ℜ with its f-level ℜf, defining the final, global
level of customer requirements understanding, resulting from
PM knowledge, experience, self-estimations Ir, Cs, Ot and
general PM impression after the meeting. Such construction of
a final result in the form of a fuzzy number ℜ, synthetizing of
all elements above could be very difficult, quasi-impossible or
even impossible. So, the second possibility appears to treat his
three self-estimations Ir, Cs, Ot as independent values, which
give to PM several possibilities of understanding the customer
requirements, as combinations of Ir, Cs, Ot for fixed values of r,
s and t.
Let us come back to the example from section 4.1. Apart
from [40%-70%] with level 0.8 (situation a1), and [20%-80%]
with level 0.5 (situation a2) as two self-estimations of Ĩ, PM
makes two analogous estimations for each of another two
parameters – creativity C̃ and opening up to changes Õ. For
instance: C̃ [50%-70%] with degree 0.9 (situation c1) and
[30%-80%] with level 0.7 (c2); Õ [60%-80%] level 0.7
(situation o1) and [30%-90%] level 0.4 (o2). All the
self-estimations above allow PM have an overview of eight
possible combinations of results of this stage and interpret
each of them. For each of these eight situations, the
appropriate strategy for the studied process is proposed. This
analysis is shown in the Table 1.
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Table 1. Stage 1. parameters estimations with interpretations and strategies (example).
Result
item

Situations
combination

Estimations combinations

1.

a1, c1, o1

Ĩ, a1 [40-70%], lev. 0.8
C̃ , c1, [50-70%], lev. 0.9
Õ, o1, [60-80%], lev. 0.7

2.

a1, c1, o2

Ĩ, a1 [40-70%], lev. 0.8
C̃ , c1, [50-70%], lev. 0.9
Õ, o2, [30-90%], lev. 0.4

3.

a1, c2, o1

Ĩ, a1 [40-70%], lev. 0.8
C̃ , c2, [30-80%], lev. 0.7
Õ, o1, [60-80%], lev. 0.7

4.

a1, c2, o2

Ĩ, a1 [40-70%], lev. 0.8
C̃ , c2, [30-80%], lev. 0.7
Õ, o2, [30-90%], lev. 0.4

5.

a2, c1, o1

Ĩ, a2 [20-80%], lev. 0.5
C̃ , c1, [50-70%], lev. 0.9
Õ, o1, [60-80%], lev. 0.7

6.

a2, c1, o2

Ĩ, a2 [20-80%], lev. 0.5
C̃ , c1, [50-70%], lev. 0.9
Õ, o2, [30-90%], lev. 0.4

7.

a2, c2, o1

Ĩ, a2 [20-80%], lev. 0.5
C̃ , c2, [30-80%], lev. 0.7
Õ, o1, [60-80%], lev. 0.7

8.

a2, c2, o2

Ĩ, a2 [20-80%], lev. 0.5
C̃ , c2, [30-80%], lev. 0.7
Õ, o2, [30-90%], lev. 0.4

Interpretations of Results,
Conclusions, Strategy for Identification Requirements Stage
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval short (precise), small degree of caution.
Conclusion 1.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management, but risky.
Strategy1.: Equilibrated effort on all three parameters.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ very short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval very large, average degree of caution.
Conclusion 2.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 2.: attention focussed on requirements changes management.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ large, small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval very short (precise), small degree of caution.
Conclusion 3.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 3.: attention focussed on creativity effort.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ large, small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval very large, average degree of caution.
Conclusion 4.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 4.: attention focussed on requirements changes management.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval very large, medium degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval short (precise), small degree of caution.
Conclusion 5.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 5.: attention focussed on innovative aspects of requirements management.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval very large, medium degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ short (precise), very small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval very large, average degree of caution.
Conclusion 6.: result permitting the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 6.: attention split into requirements changes and innovative aspects management.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval very large, medium degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ large, small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval short (precise), small degree of caution.
Conclusion 7.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 7.: attention split into innovative aspects of requirements management and creativity
effort.
Innovation Attitude Ĩ interval very large, medium degree of caution;
Creativity interval C̃ large, small degree of caution;
Opening up to changes Õ interval large, medium degree of caution.
Conclusion 8.: result tempting for the second step of requirements management.
Strategy 8.: high attention split evenly into innovative aspects of requirements management,
creativity effort and requirements changes management.

Source: author.

The eight strategies above can be characterized as follows:
1. Strategy 1. is highly risky, because of a very small or
small degree of PM caution;
2. Strategy 8. is highly risky, because of a necessity to split
high attention into all three parameters, which could
menace of PM attention dispersion;
3. Strategies 6. and 7. are medium-level risky, because of
necessity to split high attention into two parameters;
4. Strategies 2., 3., 4. and 5. are low-level risky, because
each of them is focused on one parameter only.
5. Which strategy for the second stage - Project Customer
Requirements Definition will be the optimal one?
Logically, PM should adopt the following criteria:
6. Avoid strategies with attention split into three parameters,
in our example items 1. and 8. The explication is their
high level of risk;
7. Among remainder items, smaller is the sum of

parameters levels, more is valuable its presence in the
strategy. Smaller value of levels means a higher degree
of PM caution and – consequently – more careful
management.
For our example, it means the following – decreasing
priority of strategies to be adopted in the next stage: 6., (4. or
7.). (5. or 2.), 3. As 2. is – in fact - a part of 6., and 3. a part of
7., we obtain – as a final priorities order – the sequence 6., (4.
or 7) and 5. This range allows PM to choose the appropriate
strategies for the second stage.
Stage 2. Requirements definition
The objective of this stage is to precise the real
requirements of the customer. As mentioned in section 2, the
Customer and the PM want to ensure the same understanding
of Customer’s needs, satisfying for the Customer and possible
to meet by the project manager and the project team.
Following the steps a. – e. indicating in section 2, the PM must
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be conscious of three threats (s. 2), and, at each step,
representing them with fuzzy numbers and evaluating their
degrees, respectively:
1. definition inadequate to real needs of the customer ĨN
with its INr

2. definition is imprecise/ambiguous Ã and Ar
3. definition is evolving with time Ñ and Nr
The occurrence of most dangerous threats with their
fuzzy-representations and the most valuable strategies (Stage 1.)
in consecutive steps a. – e. (Sec. 2) are shown in the Table 2:

Table 2. Threats, theirs fuzzy representations, accompanying five steps of customer requirement definition process and strategies recommended.
Steps

Threats

Invite the customer to define his/her
requirement
Answer all questions

definition inadequate to real needs of the customer;
definition is imprecise/ambiguous
as above

Exploiting the above steps, define the
requirement

all three threats

Ask the customer to evaluate it

all three threats

Modify it, returning to a. if necessary

definition inadequate to real needs of the customer;
definition is imprecise/ambiguous

Fuzzy numbers representing
and levels
ĨN and INr
Ã and Ar
as above
ĨN and INr
Ã and Ar
Ñ and Nr
ĨN and INr
Ã and Ar
Ñ and Nr
ĨN and INr
Ã and Ar

Appropriate
strategies
7.
7.
6., 4

6, 4
6., 4., 7

Source: author.

One can see that all threats are present throughout the whole
process of customer requirement definition.
The analysis above could be generalized as follows:
1. n levels of estimations r1, r2,…, rn for each of parameters
Ĩ, C̃ and Õ;
2. n3 possible strategies: str.1, str.2, … str.n3;
3. Sequence of strategies {str. k}, k ϵ {1, 2, … n3}, defined
by increasing values of sum of three parameters levels;
4. Taking into account a risk level only, the most valuable is
the first strategy in the sequence above;
5. Another strategies are not excluded for special reasons
others than risk level; lack of time, or the project contract,
for instance.

8. Discussion
An attempt has been made to show the possibility and
usefulness of project customer requirements using fuzzy
numbers model. Unambiguous and precise understanding of
customer’s requirements is the first step towards the project’s
successful end. In order to ensure it, an adequate management
process should be applied, composed of two sub-processes. First
of them – Requirements Recognition, is strongly dependent on
PM features: innovation attitude, creativity and openness to
changes. The second one – Requirements Definition, is
accompanied by threats of inadequacy, ambiguity/inaccuracy
and time non-validity of requirements understanding. It has been
shown how these six main parameters of such management could
be presented using fuzzy numbers.
Using an example, a fuzzy numbers model of the project
customer requirements management was built. It is composed
of eight possible in this example combinations Results,
Conclusions and Strategies for Identification Requirements
Stage. Next, strategies were analyzed from risk point of view
accompanying them. In the second stage – requirements
definition - the least risky strategy was proposed to avoid three
threats of this stage. Finally, a generalization of the model for

any number of strategies taking into account six fuzzy
parameters was given.
Further research should be done, particularly.

9. Conclusion
Project Management is an extremely large domain of
human activity in practically all branches. The projects
themselves and their management depend on various,
sophisticated factors. Such of them are measurable which
make them easy to understand and process as data. Nowadays,
it is commonly recognized that there exist numerous features
and parameters, which are not directly quantitative, but
decisive for project’s success. As examples, let us take
elements (phenomena, states) of mental, psychological
character like Project Manager’s and project team qualities,
stakeholders satisfaction, or customer ability to formulate his
requirements. The fuzzy approach is commonly recognized as
an apparatus for nonpattern uncertainty in a large family of
research and practical applications. Nevertheless the fuzzy
approach appears very seldom in immeasurable aspects of
project management. The model proposed in this article
should fill – partially – this absence.
As directions of the next research seem be:
1. Application of particular cases of fuzzy numbers –
triangular, trapezoidal
2. Application of fuzzy numbers type 2.
3. Other parts of project management immeasurable in their
nature, like PM necessary qualities, a project team
members qualities, resistance to change, stakeholders
requirements and satisfaction
4. Empirical studies to check the model.

Fund
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project stakeholders and using type 2 fuzzy numbers" –
Project No NCN 02NO/0024/18–the National Centre of
Science, Poland.
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